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Legislation

- Changes in Law concerning social services
- No acceptance of the Anti-discrimination law
Agency for Social Inclusion

- 12 pilot localities
- ESF funding
- Building partnership on local level
- Local strategy
- Projects
- EU and national funds
2007 update

Structural funds 2007 – 2013
- Delay in program preparations
- Possibility for systemic projects

Regional participation – monitoring the regions
- Methodological bottom up approach
- Roma participation
2007 update

Education

- Strasbourg court - changes on educational level
- Ministerial Support
- Integration measures
  - Preparatory classes
  - Teachers assistants
  - Scholarships for High School students
2007 update

**Employment**
- General state policies – Roma are not a real target
- Analysis of the Roma Employment (collaboration with the Word Bank)

**Housing**
- General state policies – Roma are not a real target

**Health**
- Sastipen „Health and the Roma Community, analysis of the situation in Europe“
Future steps

- Actualization of the Concept for Roma Integration
  - Three dimension approach (human-rights, national, socio-economic)
  - Sustainability
  - Complexity
  - Roma participation
  - Partnership

- Actualization of the Decade Action Plan

- Closer collaboration with the regions and Roma civil society (esp. Council for Roma Community Affairs)
Thank you for your attention 😊
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